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A Formal and Tool-Equipped Approach for the
Integration of State Diagrams and Formal Datatypes
Christian Attiogbé, Pascal Poizat, and Gwen Salaün

Abstract— Separation of concerns or aspects is a way to deal
with the increasing complexity of systems. The separate design
of models for different aspects also promotes a better reusability
level. However, an important issue is then to define means to
integrate them into a global model. We present a formal and
tool-equipped approach for the integration of dynamic models
(behaviours expressed using state diagrams) and static models
(formal data types) with the benefit to share advantages of both:
graphical user-friendly models for behaviours, formal and abstract models for data types. Integration is achieved in a generic
way so that it can deal with both different static specification
languages (algebraic specifications, Z, B) and different dynamic
specification semantics.
Index Terms— Formal methods, languages, integrated environments, state diagrams, specification techniques, operational
semantics, tools.

I. I NTRODUCTION
HE increasing complexity of systems (size, distribution
and communication, number of interacting entities) has
led in the last years to numerous proposals of expressive structuring mechanisms such as modules, viewpoints, components,
software architectures or models. The corresponding entities
are designed separately which increase their reusability while
making their integration more complicated.
In this article we tackle horizontal integration which means
the integration of models representing different concerns and
possibly written in different languages. Rather than relying on
a separate integration description which would make it necessary for the system designer to know yet another language,
we propose to define a semantic framework for the integration
within one of the languages of features from the other ones,
yielding an integrated, or mixed language. Such a semantic
framework is a mandatory preliminary step to be able to build
tools dedicated to model integration.
The concerns we are interested in are the main ones in
systems, i.e., on one hand their static aspects (data types
and related operations) and on the other hand their dynamic
aspects (behaviours, concurrency and communication). In our
approach, integration is control-driven: dynamics is the main
aspect and drives the way data types (static aspects) are used.
In this way, our proposal enforces the consistency of the static
and dynamic parts.
We advocate the specification of static aspects using formal
data description languages (e.g., algebraic specifications [1]–
[3], state-oriented languages such as Z [4] or B [5]). They
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allow the description of data types at a high abstraction level
and the verification of their specification. Regarding dynamic
aspects, we propose the use of state diagrams since such
semi-formal notations (e.g., UML [6] or Statecharts [7]) have
now made a breakthrough in software engineering, mainly
because of their user-friendliness through graphical notations
and adaptability.
Semi-formal graphical languages lack a widely accepted formal semantics, and formal description languages are often said
to be hard to learn and put into practice. Their joint use is
a pragmatic approach which takes advantage of both: userfriendliness and readability from graphical approaches, high
abstraction level, expressiveness, consistency and verification
means from formal approaches.
Our integration approach is generic with respect to the
static and the dynamic aspects. The language flexibility we
propose for the static aspect specification enables the specifier
to choose the formal languages that are the more suited to this
task: either the ones (s)he is used to, the ones equipped with
tools, or the ones that make the reuse of earlier specifications
possible. Our approach makes the joint use of several static
specification languages possible. This is an important feature
as there is no universal modelling language and therefore
different parts of the data used in systems may be more
adequately written in different languages. Different dynamic
semantics may be taken into account. Our approach may be
used for Statecharts [7], [8], for different UML state diagram
semantics, [9]–[12] for instance, and more generally for other
state / transition based languages.
An early version of this work has been presented in [13].
The syntax part has been improved thanks to a motivating
example, a formal grammar of transition extensions and more
explanations. More details on the semantic framework and
rules have also been added. Consistency and completeness
of the dynamic semantic rules have been proven. Finally a
section presents xCLAP, an animation prototype for extended
state diagrams.
The article is structured as follows. Section II presents the
syntactic extensions used to integrate formal data types within
state diagrams. In Section III, the semantic foundations of our
approach are formalised. Section IV demonstrates how the
semantic framework can be instantiated. Section V overviews
the xCLAP prototype tool. In Section VI, we present related
works and compare our approach to them. Finally, Section VII
concludes the article.
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II. S YNTACTIC A SPECTS
In this section we present the extensions needed in state
diagrams to enable their integration with data types, yielding
Extended State Diagrams (ESDs). We advocate for a controldriven approach of integration. This means that dynamic
behaviours, namely state diagrams, describe the main part
of the specification whereas data types are handled by this
behavioural specification.
State diagrams are used to graphically represent finite state
machines. They can be used to specify the behaviour of various
entities, from computer programs to business processes. Initial
states are represented using filled circles. Final states are
represented using hollow circles. Rectangles with round angles
are used to represent states, which can be named. Transitions
between states are represented with arrows. In addition to its
source states (at least one) and its target states (any number),
a transition may optionally support an event, a condition
or guard, and an action list. Transition labels correspond to
these three elements: EVENT [GUARD] / ACTIONS. The
intuitive semantics of transitions is as follows: when the event
is produced while the source states are active and the guard
is true, then actions are executed and the target states are
activated. Additional notations can be used to write dynamic
models in a more concise way, e.g., hierarchical states (also
called OR-states) represented as states which contain a state
diagram, or concurrent states (also called AND-states) to denote concurrent execution zones in state diagrams, represented
using dashed lines between the zones. We refer to [6], [7] for
a comprehensive description of state diagrams notations.
Let us start with a simple ESD specification (Fig. 1) to
introduce what an integrated ESD specification would look
like. It is a producer/consumer system where diagrams D1 and
D2 are consumers which receive resources (x) and consume
them. D1 consumes all resources at once, while D2 consumes
them one by one. Diagram D3 is the producer which sends
resources to D1 and D2, either sending one to each or two to
D2. It also counts the number of provided resources (n).
The data part of the specification is described in our example
using Larch algebraic specifications [1] (see STORE in Fig. 2
which keeps track of given resources). An algebraic data type
specification is made up of a set of sorts (types) definitions
together with operators on these sorts. Constants correspond to
0-ary operators. Operators with a result sort that corresponds
to the sort being defined are called constructors. Operators and
variables enable one to build terms, e.g., if 1 and plus are
natural numbers constructors (1 being a 0-ary constructor and
plus being a binary one), and if x is a natural number variable, then a possible term is plus(x,1). The constructors
that can generate all the terms corresponding to the values of a
given sort are called generators. It could be for example 0, 1
and plus for natural numbers. In our example, generators
are new and append. The profiles of operators are first
given and then their semantics are provided thanks to axioms,
e.g., an axiom such as plus(x,y) = plus(y,x) states
the commutative property of addition. Note that variables in
algebraic specifications are just placeholders in axioms and do
not correspond to a state space for the sort they are defined
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declare sort STORE
declare operators
(* creates an empty store *)
new : -> STORE
(* adds a client record *)
append : STORE, NAT, NAT -> STORE
(* updates a client record *)
update : STORE, NAT, NAT -> STORE
..
(* generators *)
assert sort STORE generated by new, append;
declare variables store: STORE,
client,client2: NAT,
amount,amount2: NAT
assert
update(new,client,amount) = append(new,client,amount);
(client==client2)
=> update(append(store,client,amount),client2,amount2)
= append(new,client,amount+amount2);
˜(client==client2)
=> update(append(store,client,amount),client2,amount2)
= append(update(store,client2,amount2),client,amount);
..

Fig. 2.

Producer/consumer static model

in; hence they are not initialised. Axioms can be used in
a functional fashion, i.e., op(args) = term. In such a
case, the args (arguments) part of axioms is usually defined
inductively on the generators of the argument types. This can
be observed in Fig. 2 where the update operator is defined
using the two STORE generators, namely new (first axiom)
and append (two last axioms). Algebraic specifications given
as such are executable and can be transformed into code [14].
More details on algebraic specifications can be found in [2].
Data types are used in state diagrams to enable data encapsulation (n in D3), communication and value passing (x
received in D1 and D2). A more realistic example of such an
integration of static and dynamic models is presented in [15]
where more complex data types and ESDs are used.
As shown in the example, the state diagrams notation has
to be extended in two ways to take into account formal data
types: (i) data boxes are associated to state diagrams and (ii)
data expressions appear in transitions.
Data boxes have two goals: they are used to import modules
(a module being a collection of one or several data type
definitions), and to declare variables locally to a state diagram. Note that the initialisation of variables is performed in
transitions. Data boxes are inspired from UML notes which
are usually used to give additional information to a diagram
in a textual form. A data box is made up of a list of module
importations and variable declarations. The IMPORT notation
indicates which data modules are imported as well as the
language used to write them out (e.g., the Larch algebraic
specification language as in our example, but also Z schemas
or B machines). This language is called a framework in our
approach and determines which function has to be used to
evaluate the data embedded into the state diagram. Variables
are also declared and typed in data boxes. Since modules
often contain several type definitions, and since types with
the same name may be defined in different modules, the type
of a variable may be prefixed with the name of the module it
is defined in to avoid conflicts.
Data expressions appear in transitions which are extended to (i) receive values in the EVENT part and
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D2

D1

D3

s1
consume

s1
comm(x:NAT)

[x<=1]
consume

s2

s1
comm(x:NAT)

s2

IMPORT LarchSpec NAT

Fig. 1.

/ n:=update(n,2,2)

/ D2^comm(2)

/ n:=update(n,1,1);
n:=update(n,2,1)

[x>1]
consume
/ x:=x-1

s3

s2

/ D1^comm(1);
D2^comm(1)

IMPORT LarchSpec NAT, STORE
n:STORE

IMPORT LarchSpec NAT

Producer/consumer system
TABLE I
G RAMMAR OF TRANSITIONS WITH DATA EXPRESSIONS
TRANSITION
EVENT
PARAM
GUARD
ACTION
EMISSION
ASSIGNMENT
DATA-TERM

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=

[ EVENT ] [ [ GUARD ] ] [ / ACTION [ ; ACTION ]* ]
event-name [ ( PARAM [ , PARAM ]* ) ]
var:type
DATA-TERM
EMISSION | ASSIGNMENT
receiverˆevent-name [ ( DATA-TERM [ , DATA-TERM ]* ) ]
var:=DATA-TERM
var | operation [ ( DATA-TERM [ , DATA-TERM ]* ) ]

then to store these values into local variables, e.g., eventname(x1 :T1 ,. . . ,xn :Tn ), (ii) guard transitions with data expressions, e.g., predicate(t1,. . . ,tn ), (iii) send events containing
data expressions, e.g., receiverˆevent-name(t1,. . . ,tn ), and (iv)
make assignments of data expressions to local variables, e.g.,
x:=t. Points (iii) and (iv) take place in the ACTIONS part
of transitions. Table I gives a formal grammar of transitions
handling data terms.
Data expressions may be either variables, terms for algebraic specifications or operation applications for state-oriented
specifications. We recall that constants correspond to 0-ary
operations. As far as the formal languages for the static aspects
are concerned, the only constraint is to have some well-defined
evaluation mechanism. The reason is that we are interested in
providing a generic specification framework formally defined
using an operational semantics. Hence, the design and implementation of dedicated tools, such as the one we present in
Section V, can be tackled. Our approach makes the joint use
of several static formal languages possible. However, a mix
of constructs from several languages (such as the importation
of a Z module within an algebraic specification, or using
algebraic specification variables in a B operation application)
is not allowed to avoid possible semantic inconsistencies. As
a simple way to detect them, we develop a meta-type concept
using meta-typing rules (see Section III-A). Terms which are
not meta-typed, and therefore inconsistent, cannot be used in
the dynamic rules.
To sum up, an ESD specification is given as a set of static
models (data type modules) together with a set of dynamic
models (ESD). Each ESD possibly includes data definitions
(module importations and variable declarations). Any syntactic
construction of state diagrams (e.g., hierarchy, histories, inter-

level transitions) can be used at the specification level provided
that this construction is taken into account and formalised in
the semantics considered for the non-extended notation (see
configurations in Section III-C, page 6).
III. S EMANTIC A SPECTS
In this section, our goal is to give a formal semantics to
state diagrams extended with formal data types as presented
in the syntactic part.
We do not aim at formalising some specific kind of (nonextended) state diagram, which has already successfully been
done, see [8]–[12] for example. We rather aim at being able
to reuse different existing state diagram semantics. Therefore,
our semantics is presented in a way such that generic concepts,
represented in our semantics using a boxed notation, may be
instantiated for a specific kind of state diagram semantics. A
generic property such as “the event pertains to the input event
collection of the state diagram” is for example represented
as event ∈ Qin , without assuming any specific additional
constraint (such as an ordering of events in collections). It
may however thereafter be instantiated into “the event is the
first element of the input queue”, event ∈ Qin , thus taking into
account ordering.
Using this generic approach, several kinds of non-extended
state diagrams and their underlying semantics can be considered. The only constraint is that this semantics has to be
given in terms of a Labelled Transition System (LTS), i.e.,
a tuple (INIT, STATE, TRANS) with initial states, states and
transitions which are tuples (source state, label, target state).
Labels correspond to TRANSITION in Table I.
We define an operational semantics for ESD specifications
since such a semantics is well suited for the definition of tools.
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This semantics is based on LTSs. Getting such a semantics in
one step is a complex task as different elements have to be
taken into account: action semantics using evaluation functions
and their effect on the extended state space of individual
ESDs, storing of events, individual behavioural semantics of
ESDs, relations between ESDs and their (open) environment,
and finally communications between several ESDs at the
system level. Therefore, we propose to achieve a semantics
incrementally, i.e., in several steps, taking into account at each
step new elements presented above. This semantic “separation
of concerns”, yielding a separation of (groups of) semantic
rules, as a side-effect enables one to reuse specific rules and
replace or specialise other ones to deal with specific needs.
It is important to notice that in our approach both the syntactic pieces (state diagrams) and the semantic ones (semantic
execution models) we incrementally build are LTSs. However,
the incremental semantics process will bring at each step more
information and semantics to enrich these LTS states and
transitions. The semantics steps and the corresponding LTSs
are summarised in Fig. 3, with syntactic pieces on the left and
the incrementally built semantic ones on the right. Different
notations are used to denote the different kinds of LTSs:
• simple notation, (INIT, STATE, TRANS), for syntactic
pieces;
• boxed (generic) notation, ( INIT , STATE , TRANS ),
for the semantics of non-extended state diagrams we build
on;
• underlined notation, (INIT, STATE, TRANS), for the
behavioural models of individual ESDs, taking into
account data encapsulation and event collections for
communication. These LTSs are generated by the
dynamic rules (Fig. 3(1), Section III-C) which rely
on meta-typing (Section III-A) and action evaluation
rules (Section III-B). Moreover, the dynamic rules use,
Fig. 3(c), a given (chosen) semantics for non-extended
diagrams (denoted by || . || in the figure) obtained in
Fig. 3(a) and (b). To be able to reuse this semantics
in our approach, we have the need for specific (i.e.,
dependent on the non-extended diagrams semantics
we take into account) “forget” functions (they forget
the extensions in ESDs), which are denoted by ⇂ .
These functions distribute over LTS triples (both syntax
and semantics ones), e.g., ⇂ (INIT, STATE, TRANS) =
( ⇂ INIT, ⇂ STATE, ⇂ TRANS). Moreover, as we
only extend transitions (see Section II), we have
⇂ INIT = INIT and ⇂ STATE = STATE, and hence

•

⇂ (INIT, STATE, TRANS) = (INIT, STATE, ⇂ TRANS).
When dealing with a given non-extended diagram
semantics (such as for example the [12] one, used in
Section IV for illustration purposes), we will use a
specific ⇂ forget function (this means that the ⇂
function has to be instantiated for specific non-extended
semantics);
open exponent notation, (INIT open , STATEopen ,
TRANSopen ), for (open) models of individual ESDs,
taking into account their relation with the environment.
These LTSs are generated by the open system rule
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(IMPORT XSpec M) ∈ DeclImp(D)
def (T, M)
x : T ∈ DeclVar(D)
x ::D X
(IMPORT XSpec M) ∈ DeclImp(D)
def (op, M)
∀ i ∈ 1..n . ti ::D X
op t1 . . . tn ::D X
Fig. 4.

•

(a)

(b)

Meta-typing rules

(Fig. 3(2), Section III-D);
and finally over-lined notation, (INIT, STATE, TRANS),
for the complete semantics of an ESD specification,
i.e., a set of communicating ESDs. These LTSs are
generated by the global system and communication rules
(Fig. 3(3), Section III-E) which, putting these ESDs
(quantified by i) individual open models altogether, yield
a global model for the whole ESD specification. The use
of forget functions (a) and non-extended semantics (b),
and the application of dynamic rules (1), (c), and open
systems rules (2) is performed independently for each
diagram within the system. It is the global system and
communication rules (3) which yield a semantics for the
whole system.

In the sequel we present more formally each group of rules.
We will also discuss the evaluation functions associated with
the different static specification languages one may use. We
will end with a proof of consistency and completeness for
dynamic rules.
A. Meta-Typing Rules
The meta-typing rules are needed in order to detect multiple language inconsistencies and to be able to perform the
evaluation of a term using the adequate evaluation function,
that is the one dedicated to the framework corresponding
to the meta-type of this term (e.g., Larch, Z, B). In the
following, D is the set of ESDs. Rules apply to a diagram
D belonging to D. The states of D are denoted by STATE(D),
its initial states by INIT(D), and its transitions by TRANS(D).
DeclImp(D) and DeclVar! (D) denote respectively the data
modules importations and the variable declarations which
appear in the diagram D data box. DeclVar? (D) is the set
of (typed) variables received in events. DeclVar(D) is the
union of DeclVar? (D) and DeclVar! (D). A diagram D may be
given syntactically by a tuple (INIT, STATE, TRANS, DeclImp,
DeclVar! ). def (x, M) is true if x is defined within the module
M. We use T for usual types and X for meta-types. The
notation t ::D X means that t has X as meta-type within the
diagram D. Throughout the semantic part, operators suffixed
with meta-types (e.g., X ) will denote their interpretation
within the context of the corresponding framework (e.g., Z
denotes the Z evaluation function). Semantic rules have the
general form HC name where H is a set of premises and C, the
consequent of the rule, is a conjunction of predicates.
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{ (INIT, STATE, ⇂ TRANS)i }
⇂ (∀ i)

(a)

{ Di = (INIT, STATE, TRANS)i }
dynamic rules (∀ i)

(1)

|| . || (∀ i)

(b)

{ ( INIT , STATE , ⇂ TRANS )i }
used in (∀ i)

(c)

{ (INIT, STATE, TRANS)i }
open systems rules (∀ i)

(2)

{ (INIT open , STATEopen , TRANSopen )i }
global system rules

(3)

(INIT, STATE, TRANS)

syntactic world (diagrams)
Fig. 3.

semantic world (models)

Obtaining of ESDs semantics

The rule in Fig. 4(a) is used to give a meta-type to variables
using local declarations and variable receptions. The rule in
Fig. 4(b) gives the meta-type of a construction from the metatypes of elements which compose it. op t1 . . . tn is an abstract
notation to denote the application of an operation to a list
of terms, since there are some syntactic differences between
algebraic and state-oriented formal specification languages.
B. Action Evaluation Rules
This set of rules deals with the effect of actions on the
extended states used to give semantics to ESDs. Let us first
give a definition of these states. EVENT ? is the set of all input
events, whose general form is event−name(value1, ..., valuen ),
that is a concrete instantiation with values of an abstract event
parameterised by variables (e.g., e(0) is an instantiation of
e(x : NAT)). EVENT ! is the set of all output events, whose
general form is receiver ˆ event − name(value1, ..., valuen ).
EVENT is the set of all events, that is: EVENT = EVENT ? ∪
EVENT ! . The set of extended states for an ESD is defined as:
S ⊆ STATE (D) ×E× Q [EVENT ? ]× Q [EVENT ! ]
where
STATE (D) is the set of states used to give a semantics
•
to the non-extended state diagram D;
•
E is the set of environments, which are finite sets of
pairs (x, v) denoting that the variable x is bound to the
value v;
Q is the set of collections, Q [EVENT ? ] the set
•
of input event collections, and Q [EVENT ! ] the set of

output event collections.
Collections are introduced to memorise events exchanged
between diagrams. In the sequel, QinD ∈ Q [EVENT ? ] (respectively QoutD ∈ Q [EVENT ! ]) is used to denote a collection associated to a diagram D to store input (respectively
output) events. Contrary to existing models storing events in
collections (such as SDL using queues), we use two collections
rather than a single one. Input and output collections will be
used separately until the semantics of communication between
several diagrams is taken into account linking up the output
collections of some diagrams with the input collections of
other ones. This enables one to adapt more easily parts of
the semantics, for example to take different communication
semantics into account (e.g., there is no need to have explicit
external buffers to model asynchronous communication). The
E ⊢ t X v notation means that using the evaluation defined
in the X framework, v is a possible evaluation of t using the
environment E for substituting the free variables in t. More
details concerning the semantics of X will be given in Section
III-F. Furthermore, if E and E′ are environments then EE′ is
the environment in which variables of E and E′ are defined
and the bindings of E′ overload those of E. We recall that
symbols in boxes depict abstract structures and operations
to be instantiated for a given type of state diagram. S will
thereafter be used to denote an element of S, and ΓD to denote
an element of STATE (D). When there is no ambiguity on D,
we use Γ for ΓD , Qin for QinD , and Qout for QoutD . The rules
describing the evaluation of actions are given in Fig. 5.
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act−eval(a1, S, D) = S′
act−eval(a2; . . . ; an , S′ , D) = S′′
act−eval(a1; . . . ; an , S, D) = S′′

act−eval(εact , S, D) = S
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EVAL−SEQ

EVAL−NIL

∀ i ∈ 1..n
ti ::D Xi
E ⊢ ti Xi vi
act−eval(recˆe(t1 , . . . , tn ),
< Γ, E, Qin , Qout >, D)
=< Γ, E, Qin , Qout ⊎ {recˆe(v1 , . . . , vn )} >
t ::D X
E ⊢ t X v
act−eval(x := t, < Γ, E, Qin , Qout >, D)
=< Γ, E{x 7→ v}, Qin , Qout >
Fig. 5.

γ0 ∈ INIT(D)
Γ0 ∈ INIT (D)
active(γ0 , Γ0 )
DeclVar! (D) = ∪i∈1..n {xi : Ti }
∀ i ∈ 1..n . xi ::D Xi . vi :Xi Ti
< Γ0 , ∪i∈1..n {xi 7→ vi }, ∅ , ∅ > ∈ INIT(D)
Fig. 6.

Initialisation rule

S ∈ STATE(D)

EVAL−SEND

EVAL−ASSIGN

Action evaluation rules

The EVAL − SEQ rule is used to evaluate the actions in
sequence. The EVAL − NIL rule states that doing no action
does not change the global state. The event emissions are
dealt with by the EVAL − SEND rule, which expresses that
the effect of sending an event is to evaluate its arguments and
then put it into the state diagram output event collection. ⊎
denotes an abstract union operation which may be instantiated
differently depending on the type of state diagram semantics
one wants: union of sets, adding in front of a queue, etc. The
EVAL−ASSIGN rule updates the local environment replacing
the previous value of variable x by the new one (v, evaluation
of t).
C. Dynamic Rules
This set of rules deals with the dynamic evolution of a
single state diagram. We introduce a special event, ε denoting
a stuttering step: EVENT ?+ = EVENT ? ∪ {ε}.
State diagram evolutions are given in terms of an LTS
(INIT, STATE, TRANS) where states are extended states, with:
STATE ⊆ S
INIT ⊆ STATE
TRANS ⊆ STATE × EVENT ?+ × STATE
We recall that ESDs may be given syntactically as a
tuple (INIT, STATE, TRANS, DeclImp, DeclVar! ) and that the
semantics of non-extended state diagrams are given in terms of
an LTS ( INIT (D), STATE (D), TRANS (D)). For some state
diagram semantics, there is a direct correspondence between
the syntactic and semantic notions of states (i.e., INIT, STATE,
INIT and STATE have the same type). However, for others
(such as the UML state diagrams due to their hierarchical
constructs), the semantics of non-extended state diagrams are
given in terms of the more general concept of configurations
[9]–[11] which are sets of active states. Hence, we define the
active function which is used to know if a state is active

ε

S−
→ S ∈ TRANS(D)
Fig. 7.

DYN −INIT

DYN −ε

Stuttering step rule

in a configuration (or more generally in some element of
STATE ): active(γ, Γ) is true if the γ state is active in the
Γ configuration.
A first rule (Fig. 6) is used to obtain the initial extended
states which correspond to the initial states of the nonextended state diagram underlying semantics ( INIT (D)) extended with initial values for the variables and empty input and
output collections ( ∅ ). The meta-type of variables is used to
define the notion of type in terms of a specific framework. The
notation v :X T denotes the fact that, within the X framework,
v is a value of type T.
A second rule (Fig. 7) is used to express stuttering steps.
These steps denote an ESD which does not evolve and will
be used when putting state diagrams in an open system environment. This rule should be taken with care when verifying
liveness properties (such as inevitability of events) as it may
cause livelocks (infinite sequences of stuttering steps). In such
a case, verification tools should enable the assertion of fairness
or progress hypotheses before verification takes place, in such
a way that traces with infinite sequences of stuttering steps are
not taken into consideration.
The next dynamic rule (Fig. 8) expresses the general evolution

S ∈ STATE(D) S =< Γ, E, Qin , Qout >
γ ∈ STATE(D)
γ ′ ∈ STATE(D)
l = e(x1 : T1 , . . . , xn : Tn ) g / a1 ; . . . ; am
l

γ−
→ γ ′ ∈ TRANS(D) active(γ, Γ)
e(v1 , . . . , vn ) ∈ Qin
′
Qin = Qin \ {e(v1 , . . . , vn )}
⇂l
Γ −−→ Γ′ ∈ ⇂ TRANS (D)
∀ i ∈ 1..n . xi ::D Xi . vi :Xi Ti
E′ = E ∪i∈1..n {xi 7→ vi }
g ::D X E′ ⊢ g X TRUEX
act−eval(a1; . . . ; am , < Γ, E′ , Q′in , Qout >, D)
=< Γ, E′′ , Q′in , Q′out >
′
′
′′
S =< Γ , E , Q′in , Q′out >
e(v1 ,...,vn )

S′ ∈ STATE(D) ∧ S −−−−−−→ S′ ∈ TRANS(D)
Fig. 8.

Basic dynamic rule (with event reception)

DYN −E
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triggered when an event is read from the state diagram input
event collection. This event may carry data values that are put
into the variable environment of the state diagram. TRUEX
denotes the truth value within the X framework. Once again,
boxed elements are abstract concepts to be instantiated for a
given type of state diagram semantics. e ∈ Q denotes that the
event e is in the collection Q. Possible instantiations are: e is
in Q (e ∈ Q), e is the first/top element in Q (e = car(Q)), e is
the element in Q with the highest priority, and so on. Q \ e
denotes, in the same way, the (abstract) removal of e from
Q. As explained in the Section III introduction, to be able to
reuse the semantic information yield by the set of transitions
of the non-extended state diagram semantics, TRANS (D), we
rely on a ⇂ function.
This big-step semantic rule corresponds to the Run To Completion (RTC) step found in different state diagram semantics.
Its meaning is the following:
if (premises)
– S is in the set of (semantic) states of the dynamic
model,
– with Γ being the configuration part of this state, and
(syntactic) state γ being active in Γ,
– there is a transition with label l = e(x1 : T1 , . . . , xn :
Tn ) g / a1 ; . . . ; am originating from γ and going to
a (syntactic) state γ ′ , and a corresponding transition
(in the basic semantic model) from Γ to Γ′ ,
and (conditions for the transition to be triggered and
completion)
– if event e, corresponding to the transition label, is
present in the diagram input event collection, then
reception variables are bound to the received values,
and the guard g is evaluated,
– if g is true, then actions are performed, yielding a
new (semantic) target state, S′
then (conclusion)
– S′ is in the set of states of the dynamic model,
– and the transition from S to S′ , labelled by concrete
values, is in its set of transitions.
However, sometimes events are not needed to trigger transitions. Such a case is dealt with by the rule in Fig. 9, where
the corresponding transition of TRANS(D) is labelled by the
stuttering step label (ε). The only difference with the previous
rule is that the premises concerning the received event are not
needed.
The DYN−E and DYN−E∅ rules deal with the more general
forms of state diagram transitions (i.e., with the EVENT
[GUARD] / ACTIONS and [GUARD] / ACTIONS forms).
Rules for restricted forms of transitions (e.g., without guard)
may be obtained in an easy way from these general rules (e.g.,
consider the guard to be true). An operational semantics is
obtained from this model associating to D its LTS (INIT(D),
STATE(D), TRANS(D)), and then using for example an usual
trace semantics denoted by:
|| D ||oper = TR(INIT(D), STATE(D), TRANS(D)).
TR denotes the set of traces computed from the LTS, see
[16] for comprehensive definitions on trace semantics. These
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S ∈ STATE(D) S =< Γ, E, Qin , Qout >
γ ∈ STATE(D) γ ′ ∈ STATE(D)
l = g / a1 ; . . . ; am
l

γ−
→ γ ′ ∈ TRANS(D) active(γ, Γ)
⇂l
Γ −−→ Γ′ ∈ ⇂ TRANS (D)
g ::D X E ⊢ g X TRUEX
act−eval(a1; . . . ; am , < Γ, E, Qin , Qout >, D)
=< Γ, E′ , Q′in , Q′out >
′
′
′
S =< Γ , E , Q′in , Q′out >
ε

S′ ∈ STATE(D) ∧ S −
→ S′ ∈ TRANS(D)
Fig. 9.

DYN −E∅

Basic dynamic rule (without event reception)

traces can be used, for example, to check LTL temporal
formulas over the models.
D. Open System Rule
This rule is used to express what happens when a state
diagram is put into an open system environment. Basically,
some events may be received from the environment and some
others may be sent to it. As far as the input and output
event collections of a given state diagram are concerned,
this means that input events are put into its input event
collection and output events are taken out of its output event
collection. Note that these modifications of the extended states
may appear while the state diagram does a transition (i.e.,
following the DYN − E and DYN − E∅ rules) but also if it
does nothing. To be able to represent this, we may use ε
transitions (rule DYN − ε). More formally, the semantics of
a state diagram in an open system is defined as the traces of
the LTS (INIT open (D), STATEopen (D), TRANSopen (D)), that is
denoted by:
open
|| D ||open
(D), STATEopen (D), TRANSopen (D)).
oper = TR(INIT

For a given diagram D, we define:
INIT open (D) = INIT(D)
TRANS (D) ⊆ TRANS(D)× Q [EVENT ? ]× Q [EVENT ! ]
STATEopen (D) = INIT open (D) ∪ TARGET(TRANSopen (D))
open

STATEopen is obtained from initial states (INIT open ) and
reachable states (target states of the TRANSopen transitions).
The DYN−OPEN rule (Fig. 10) defines the modifications in the
collections that may take place in an open system semantics.
In this rule, the label l matches the two possible things the state
diagram may do during the collection modification: a classical
transition (rules DYN −E and DYN −E∅) or no internal state
modification at all (which is the reason for rule DYN −ε).
P (ES) denotes the collection obtained from the powerset
of ES. ESin (respectively ESout ) in open transitions (members
of TRANSopen (D)) is used to keep track of what has been
put into the input event collection (respectively taken out of
l
the output event collection) of the state diagram. S −
→ESin ,ESout
open
′
S ∈ TRANS (D) is used as a shorthand notation for
(S, l, S′ , ESin , ESout ) ∈ TRANSopen (D).
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l

< Γ, E, Qin , Qout >−
→< Γ′ , E′ , Q′in , Q′out > ∈ TRANS(D)
ESout ⊆ Qout
ESin ⊆ P (EVENT ? )
l

< Γ, E, Qin , Qout >−
→ESin ,ESout < Γ′ , E′ , Q′in ⊎ ESin , Q′out \ ESout >∈ TRANSopen (D)
Fig. 10.

DYN −OPEN

Open system rule

E. Global System and Communication Rules
The last set of rules puts things altogether. The idea is that
a global system made up of several ESDs (denoted ∪i∈1..n Di )
evolves as its components evolve. Once again we define the
operational semantics of the system to be the traces of an
LTS (INIT(∪i∈1..n Di ), STATE(∪i∈1..n Di ), TRANS(∪i∈1..n Di )),
that is denoted by:
|| ∪i∈1..n Di ||open
oper =
TR(INIT(∪i∈1..n Di ), STATE(∪i∈1..n Di ), TRANS(∪i∈1..n Di )).
INIT, STATE and TRANS are defined as:
INIT(∪i∈1..n Di ) = Πi INIT open (Di )
TRANS(∪i∈1..n Di ) = {t ∈ Πi TRANSopen (Di ) | CC(t)}
STATE(∪i∈1..n Di ) =
INIT(∪i∈1..n Di ) ∪ TARGET(TRANS(∪i∈1..n Di ))
TRANS is obtained from the product of the TRANSopen sets
of each state diagram of the system, restricting this product
with a communication constraint (CC) which expresses that
whenever an emission event is taken out of a given diagram
(Dk ) output event collection (i.e., present in ESoutk ), and if
the receiver of this emission is a member (Dj ) of the system,
then this receiver has the event being put into its input event
collection (ESinj ).
l

l

n
1
′
′
→
→
CC(S1 −
ESinn ,ESoutn Sn ) ⇔
ESin1 ,ESout1 S1 , . . . , Sn −
∀ k ∈ 1..n . ∀ Dj ˆe ∈ ESoutk . Dj ∈ ∪i∈1..n Di =⇒ e ∈ ESinj

Other specific communication constraints may be defined in
order to take different communication semantics into account.
Broadcast communication can be defined using a syntax for
multiple receivers (e.g., {D1 , . . . , Dn }ˆe) and refining the CC
constraint to express the delivery of the event in all the
concerned diagrams input collections at once. Synchronous
communication can be expressed restricting the size of collections to one. (A)synchronous, binary and broadcast communication have been implemented in the xCLAP tool (see
Section V). Events with expiry dates can be modelled tagging
events with time-stamps. CC may then take these time-stamps
into account. Systems with (message) transit durations can be
designed in the same way or adding intermediate components
whose role is to simulate the time duration of the transit.

Algebraic specifications. Rewriting is chosen as the evaluation function for algebraic specifications. This choice is
justified since it is suitable to an operational semantics, which
accordingly enables us to remain in a pragmatic and executable
context, and to design and implement tools. Algebraic specification languages often come with their rewriting system. Larch
is equipped with a theorem prover, LP [17], which implements
equational term rewriting. Specifications written in CASL [3]
can be partially transformed into rewrite rules. This can be
achieved executing CASL equational specifications within the
ELAN rewrite engine [18].
State-oriented language. We present here the evaluation
function for Z. Other languages such as B, VDM, Object-Z, or
Alloy, may be taken into account following a similar process.
Z is a mathematical notation based on set theory and first
order predicate calculus. Z schemas allow to structure data and
operation specifications. A schema is made up of a declaration
part (a set of typed variables) and a predicate part built on these
variables. State schemas define state spaces. The semantics
of a state schema is a set of bindings between the schema
variables and values such that the predicate holds. A complete
Z specification also has an initialisation schema which defines
initial values for the variables.
The Z evaluation function is defined compiling Z specifications into LTSs. Let z be a Z specification defined with
a state schema SSchz, an initialisation schema ISchz, and a
set of operation schemas. The LTS (INITz , STATEz, TRANSz )
associated to the Z specification is obtained as follows. Its set
of states (STATEz ) corresponds to the SSchz semantics state
space. The set of initial states (INITz ) of the LTS is the subset
of STATEz with elements that satisfy the predicate of ISchz.
Finally, each operation schema predicate, used to relate the
bindings of two states, defines a set of transitions labelled
by operation applications. The set of transitions of the LTS
(TRANSz ) is the union of all these transitions. The evaluation
l
function Z is then defined as: E ⊢ l Z s′ ⇔ ∃ s ⊆ E . s →
s′ ∈ TRANSz . This formula states that the application l of an
operation yields a state schema s′ iff the schema s, on which
this operation is applied and which is present in the evaluation
environment E, is related to s′ by l in the set of transitions
TRANSz .
G. Consistency and Completeness

F. Semantics of Evaluation Functions (X )
Several kinds of evaluation functions may be defined depending on which data specification language is used. We
discuss here how these functions may be obtained for algebraic
specifications and for state-oriented languages.

In this section we prove that the set of dynamic rules is consistent and complete. This dynamic rules system (DRS) forms
the core of the semantics aspects considered in Section III. As
far as the system evolution is concerned, the dynamic rules
are based on transition labels that appear in labelled transition
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systems. We consider transition labels from a syntactic point
of view i.e., a set Label that contains all the syntactic forms
of labels computed from TRANSITION in Table I.
In the following we use these syntactic forms of the labels
to identify the different semantic rules considered for the
evolution of state diagrams. We focus on the DYN − E and
DYN −E∅ rules (Fig. 8 and 9) to deal with the labels which
have the general forms: EVENT [GUARD] / ACTIONS
and [GUARD] / ACTIONS. These rules are representative
members of DRS since the other rules are specific forms of
them. Each one of these rules covers a pair of cases that we
would have if we omitted the GUARD (the TRUE value being
the default one). We recall that each dynamic rule has the
general form HC name where H is a set of premises and C, the
consequent of the rule, is a conjunction of predicates.
Consistency. The DRS rule system is consistent iff its
constituent rules are not contradictory and they all lead to a
correct state of the evolving system (namely a diagram D). To
establish the consistency we have to prove that there is only
one dynamic rule that deals with a given evolution label and
that the evolution captured by each dynamic rule leads to a
correct state (a member of STATE(D)).
Proof. We relate the dynamic (operational semantics) rules
with the syntactic structure of the considered evolution labels.
Therefore the rules are selected according to the occurrence
of a specific evolution label, acting as a discriminant, in their
hypothesis. This is formalised as follows:
∀ i, ri =

Hi
Ci ni

∈ DRS . ∃ el ∈ Label, el ∈ Hi .
H
∀ j, j 6= i, rj = Cjj nj ∈ DRS . el ∈
/ Hj

The premises of each DRS rule contain one specific evolution label of Label; hence the related rules DYN − E and
DYN − E∅ cannot be enabled simultaneously to handle the
evolution of a diagram D. Moreover, the consequences of all
the dynamic rules in DRS are made up of a predicate with the
l
form s −
→ s′ ∈ TRANS(D); it expresses the evolution from a
state s into another state s′ . It follows that s′ is in the range
of TRANS(D), STATE(D), thus it is a correct state of D.
Completeness. The DRS rule system is complete iff at
least one dynamic rule deals with each evolution label of the
considered transition diagram. That is, for every label el: either
el belongs to the premises of a rule (i.e., el ∈ H) or el does
not belong to them (i.e., el 6∈ H).
Proof. In our formalisation of the dynamic rules, there is
exactly one rule that deals with each label: e(x1 : T1 , · · · , xn :
Tn )g/a1 ; · · · ; am is part of the premises of DYN −E; in the
same way, g/a1 ; · · · ; am is part of the premises of DYN−E∅.
We cover with the rules DYN −E and DYN −E∅ (and their
omitted special cases), all the evolution cases including the
exchanges with the environment.
The last part of the completeness proof concerns the cases
where there is no explicit evolution. The stuttering rule (DYN−
ǫ) captures this step; that means, the system stays in the correct
current state.
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IV. A PPLICATION
In this section, our semantics for ESD are illustrated on the
producer/consumer example we introduced in Section II.
We first have to choose a non-extended state diagram semantics, for example the semantics of UML 1.4 state diagrams
given by Jürjens [12]. This semantics is based on Abstract
State Machines (ASM), and formalises state diagrams as a
set of active states which can evolve depending on the state
of their queues. In particular, this evolution is given using
two rules, SCInitialize(D) and SCMain(D), where the
later one consists of selecting the event to be fired, executing
it, and then executing the rules for the internal actions. The
formal interpretation of these actions is given by ASM rules as
well. Our semantic framework applies on top of this semantics.
Being given this non-extended state diagram semantics, we
now have to define an instantiation ⇂ of the ⇂ function. It is
defined inductively on the structure of the transition labels of
the extended diagram notation (Fig. 11).
⇂ event−name(x1 : T1 , . . . , xn : Tn ) guard / a1 ; . . . ; am
=⇂event event−name(x1 : T1 , . . . ,
xn : Tn ) / ⇂action a1 ; . . . ; am
⇂action a1 ; . . . ; an =⇂action a1 ; . . . ; ⇂action an
⇂action εact = εact
⇂action x := t = εact
⇂action receiverˆevent−name(t1, . . . , tn )
= receiverˆ ⇂event event−name(t1, . . . , tn )
⇂event event−name(x1 : T1 , . . . , xn : Tn ) = event−name
⇂event event−name(t1, . . . , tn ) = event−name
Fig. 11.

Definition of the ⇂ function on labels for the [12] semantics

Event collections are instantiated by queues, together with
their usual operations. Hence, each generic concept within
our rules is instantiated by some queue-related concrete one
(Queue type for Q , nil for ∅ , queue operator denoting the
effect of constructors ⊎ and \ , ∈ for ∈ and ⊆ for ⊆ ).
The example imports modules written in Larch. Within
this framework, the evaluation function corresponds to term
rewriting, i.e., Larch−spec ≡ ;∗R with R being the set of rewrite
rules (oriented module axioms). TRUELarch−spec corresponds to
true in Larch.
As a first example of rule application, Fig. 12 denotes
a simple dynamic evolution. This is an instantiation of the
DYN − E∅ rule (Fig. 9) without guard. It represents an independent evolution of diagram D3 from state s2 to state
s1. The premises of the rule denote the different conditions
to be fulfilled to compute the new extended state S′ from
the initial one S, and as a consequence the corresponding
transition of the dynamic evolution semantic model. The w
value bound to the n variable corresponds to its normal form
after performing the two update calls, supposing its value
before was v. Rewriting is performed through the act − eval
application, using rule EVAL − SEQ for the sequence of
actions and rule EVAL − ASSIGN twice, first with premise
{(n, v)} ⊢ update(n, 1, 1) ;∗R w0 and second with premise
{(n, w0 )} ⊢ update(n, 2, 1) ;∗R w.
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→queue(comm(1)),nil S2′ ,
→queue(comm(1)),nil S1′ , S2 −
CC(S1 −
ε
S3 −
→nil,queue(D1ˆcomm(1),D2ˆcomm(1)) S3′ ) ⇐⇒

more time to the interactions between behaviours and data
types.

(D1ˆcomm(1) ∈ queue(D1ˆcomm(1), D2ˆcomm(1)) ∧
D1 ∈ ∪i∈1..3 Di =⇒ comm(1) ∈ queue(comm(1))) ∧

A. Principles
xCLAP builds on CLAP [14], [20] a class library for the
description, product and reachability analysis of transition
systems. xCLAP focuses on the interactive animation of ESDs
as done for process algebras in tools such as CWB-NC [21]
for CCS or CADP [22] for LOTOS. xCLAP may be used
to perform the construction of LTSs from ESD specifications
thus making it possible afterwards to perform model-checking
or reachability analysis using CLAP features and its extension
for abstract analysis techniques [23].
An overview of the way xCLAP works (from the user point
of view) is given in Fig. 17. Class diagrams, modelled in
the UML SMW tool [24] are used to model ESDs (a state
diagram is associated to each ESD class), data modules (a
documentation note is associated to each module class) and
their relations. The SMW reification of MOF is then used to
translate SMW models1 into models which are read by xCLAP
and animated.

ε

ε

(D2ˆcomm(1) ∈ queue(D1ˆcomm(1), D2ˆcomm(1)) ∧
D2 ∈ ∪i∈1..3 Di =⇒ comm(1) ∈ queue(comm(1)))
Fig. 15.

Instantiation of the CC rule
ε

ε

→queue(comm(1)),nil S2′ ,
→queue(comm(1)),nil S1′ , S2 −
T = (S1 −
ε
→nil,queue(D1ˆcomm(1),D2ˆcomm(1)) S3′ )
S3 −
T ∈ Πi∈1..3 TRANSopen (Di )
CC(T)
T ∈ TRANS(∪i∈1..3 Di )
Fig. 16.

Example of transition in the global semantic model

Note that, as said earlier, the abstract concepts have been instantiated in the rules by concrete concepts, with, for example,
queue being the Queue constructor.
The rule in Fig. 10 (DYN − OPEN) may be used to denote
the effect of the external environment on D3, having both
output events taken out of its output event queue (Fig. 13).
An example of construction of a global transition is then
given in Fig. 14, 15 and 16. It describes the asynchronous
communication on comm between D1, D2 and D3 (which
sends the comm events). In this example, the diagrams D1
and D2 are initially in state s1 and the diagram D3 is in state
s2.
Fig. 14 describes a conjunction of evolutions for the three
diagrams where D3 has events taken out of its output queue
(obtained in Fig. 13, using the rule in Fig. 10) whereas D1 and
D2 have events put into their input queues (which could be
obtained using the rule in Fig. 10 too). The conclusion of the
rule builds a global transition which may pertain to the global
semantic model. However, the communication constraint has
not been checked yet.
Fig. 15 instantiates the CC communication constraint and
demonstrates that the Fig. 14 asynchronous communication
is possible due to the compatibility between open system
transitions of the different diagrams. Here, CC is instantiated
with k = 3. For k = 1..2, the ESoutk are nil hence the remainder
of the CC rule instantiation is empty.
Finally, Fig. 16 uses the last two results to show that a global
transition, verifying the communication constraint, is defined
in the final semantic model.
V. T HE X CLAP T OOL
xCLAP (extended CLAP) [19] is a prototype animator for
ESDs. So far, it restricts to flat ESDs, i.e., ESDs where
there are no concurrent (AND) states (concurrency and communication is dealt with between diagrams), no hierarchical
(OR) states, and no entry/exit actions (these can be taken
into account adding specific transitions to the diagrams in a
preprocessing step). These choices have been made to devote

User interface. xCLAP can be parameterised at runtime
(see Fig. 18, left): import of ESDs, but also definition of
frameworks and configuration of the operational semantics
(synchronous or asynchronous communication, binary or nary communication, specific treatment of received variables).
During the animation process (see Fig. 18, right), the user
can see the local state of all diagrams, possible transitions
and their effect, and then choose a transition to be executed.
The interactions with data evaluation tools are completely
transparent for the user.
Encoding of the semantics. xCLAP is written in the objectoriented Python language and organised in six packages: ESD
(extension classes for CLAP related to ESD), SIGNATURE
and TYPING (related to operations on data description files
and typing/meta-typing), EVALUATION (evaluation mechanisms and interface with external tools), ANIMATION (operational semantics) and UI (user interface). The implementation
of the operational semantics follows the structure of our sets
of rules encoded in these different packages. xCLAP relies
on a specific API of classes and methods which can be
used to change or extend the semantics. For more technical
information we refer to the xCLAP manual [19].
Term evaluation (). Term evaluation is performed in
xCLAP trough specific interface modules with external evaluation tools. The rewriting of algebraic terms is performed with
LP which automatically transforms equations into rewrite rules
(using the dsmpos and noeq-dsmpos registered orderings
[17], [25]). Hence, xCLAP users do not have to give explicit
ordering commands. The Z evaluation function we presented
in Section III-F relies on ZANS [26], an animation tool for Z
specifications which allows the evaluation of expressions and
predicates. ZANS is used in xCLAP jointly with the ZTC type
checker [27] which checks for syntactic and typing errors in
Z specifications.
1A

translation from XMI to xCLAP was also possible but less efficient.
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S ∈ STATE(D3)
S =< ΓD3 , {(n, v)}, nil, queue(D1ˆcomm(1), D2ˆcomm(1)) >
l = / n := update(n, 1, 1); n := update(n, 2, 1)
l

s2 −
→ s1 ∈ T RAN S(D3)
active(s2, ΓD3 )
εact
ΓD3 −−→ Γ′D3 ∈ ⇂ TRANS (D3)
act−eval(n := update(n, 1, 1); n := update(n, 2, 1),
< ΓD3 , {(n, v)}, nil, queue(D1ˆcomm(1), D2ˆcomm(1)) >, D3) =< ΓD3 , {(n, w)}, nil, queue(D1ˆcomm(1), D2ˆcomm(1)) >
S′ =< Γ′D3 , {(n, w)}, nil, queue(D1ˆcomm(1), D2ˆcomm(1)) >
ε

S′ ∈ STATE(D3) ∧ S −
→ S′ ∈ TRANS(D3)
Fig. 12.

Independent dynamic evolution, rule DYN − E∅, for D3

S =< ΓD3 , {(n, v)}, nil, queue(D1ˆcomm(1), D2ˆcomm(1)) >
S′ =< Γ′D3 , {(n, w)}, nil, queue(D1ˆcomm(1), D2ˆcomm(1)) >
ε
S−
→ S′ ∈ TRANS(D3)
queue(D1ˆcomm(1), D2ˆcomm(1)) ⊆ queue(D1ˆcomm(1), D2ˆcomm(1))nil ⊆ P(EVENT ? )
S−
→nil,queue(D1ˆcomm(1),D2ˆcomm(1)) < Γ′D3 , {(n, w)}, nil, nil > ∈ TRANSopen (D3)
ε

Fig. 13.

Instantiation of the DYN − OPEN rule for D3

S1 =< ΓD1 , ∅, nil, nil >
S1′ =< ΓD1 , ∅, queue(comm(1)), nil >
ε
→queue(comm(1)),nil S1′ ∈ TRANSopen (D1)
T1 = S1 −
S2 =< ΓD2 , ∅, nil, nil >
S2′ =< ΓD2 , ∅, queue(comm(1)), nil >
ε
→queue(comm(1)),nil S2′ ∈ TRANSopen (D2)
T2 = S2 −
S3 =< ΓD3 , {(n, v)}, nil, queue(D1ˆcomm(1), D2ˆcomm(1)) >
S3′ =< Γ′D3 , {(n, w)}, nil, nil >
ε
→nil,queue(D1ˆcomm(1),D2ˆcomm(1)) S3′ ∈ TRANSopen (D3)
T3 = S3 −
T = (T1 , T2 , T3 )
T ∈ Πi∈1..3 TRANSopen (Di )
Fig. 14.

Event exchange
Class A0

Animation
Class hierarchy
Class AT

Translator

State
diagrams

Parsing

smw2xclap

(textual format)

Spark

Class AS

Class AST
Class ESD

Automaton instances

SMW
:ESD

Fig. 17.

Data tools

xCLAP overview

B. Genericity and Extension Mechanisms
The generic elements of our semantics have been encoded
using classes (some of them being abstract ones) with a
specific API. These elements can be instantiated using subclassing and by overriding methods. In the sequel we briefly

describe how different instantiations or extensions can be
achieved, following the same order in which we presented
our rules.
Data types and term evaluation (). Changing an evaluation tool, e.g., using ELAN [28] instead of LP to rewrite
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xCLAP windows (left: parameters, right: animation)

algebraic terms, is possible with a limited impact on the
xCLAP code (the tool call in the corresponding evaluation
interface module has to be changed). Taking into account a
new data framework, e.g., B, is done as follows. A class has
to be defined in the TYPING package to be able to scan and
parse B expressions. A class is also added to the SIGNATURE
package to define mechanisms for parsing signatures out of a
B module. The evaluation of B expressions is achieved adding
a class in the EVALUATION package that serves as a front-end
to an external tool for the effective evaluation.
Collection related operators. Collection policies (the interpretation of creating, adding, removing, etc.) are enforced
using collection classes. The encoding of the semantics only
addresses the collections through this API. To change a
collection policy, once a new collection class has been defined,
an instance of it has to be passed to the constructor of
AnimatedDiagram, the class that represents the ESD under
animation (mainly its extended states, denoted STATE in the
semantics).
Meta-typing and action semantics. The set of meta-typing
rules has not to be changed. The only possible open point in
action semantics (EVAL− rules) is the change in the collection
policy through a change in the AnimatedDiagram constructor
call when running xCLAP (see above).
Dynamic rules and communication semantics. Dynamic
rules are dealt with locally (DYN − E and DYN − E0 rules)
by the LocalAnimator class (it builds local transitions for
a given ESD) and globally (DYN − OPEN and CC rules)
by the OverallAnimator class (it builds global transitions
from local ones). LocalAnimator and OverallAnimator
are parameterised by instances of three subclasses of abstract classes reifying (i) the communication mode (synchronous/asynchronous), (ii) the binding mode (binary/n-ary),
and (iii) the treatment of reception variables. Different semantics can be taken into account by defining new subclasses
for the three abstract classes. This principle has been already
used and different communication semantics can be taken into
account in xCLAP through its parameterising window (see
above, user interface). The last open point is the encoding of

the CC rule in the OverallAnimator class. Changing the CC
rule can be achieved also by sub-classing the classes which
parameterise OverallAnimator.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we compare our approach with existing
works on the combination of state diagrams with data description languages.
State diagrams and OCL. The frequent extension of state
diagrams with data types is the use of OCL (Object Constraint
Language) constraints. OCL is a complement to the description
of data types using class diagrams but not a real language for
the abstract description of data types. Nevertheless, several
works are interested in its formalisation [29], [30].
State diagrams and state-oriented specifications. There
are numerous works combining state diagrams with Z [31],
[32] or with B [33]–[35]. In both cases, a translation into a
static formalism (Z or B) is used which thereafter constitutes
an homogeneous framework for the subsequent steps of the
formal development. Laleau and Polack [36] addressed the
issue to have a two-way translation process. The RoZ approach [32] has been combined with state diagrams to address
the static / dynamic consistency issue. This is an approach
complementary to ours. However, our focus is more on the
dynamic part of systems (operational semantics), and we try
to be more general as far as the static part is concerned (Z
may be used but algebraic specifications as well). The main
difference between our approach and these approaches using
Z or B is that we try to use the different semantics of the
dynamic and the static parts without translating one into the
other.
State diagrams and algebraic specifications. In [37], a
conceptual framework to plug data description languages into
paradigm-specific ones is presented. The authors illustrate their
approach with the Casl-Chart formalism [38] which combines
Statecharts (following the S TATEMATE semantics [8]) with
the CASL algebraic specification language. A Casl-Chart
specification is made up of data types written in CASL and
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several Statecharts that may use algebraic terms written from
these data types in events, guards and actions. The semantics
of the combined language is given in terms of the semantics
of the two basic languages. Our work is therefore close to
Casl-Chart, but our approach is more flexible at the dynamic
specification level since, more than the integration of algebraic
specification into a given semantics of state diagrams, we
propose a reusable semantic framework for the integration of
formal data types within dynamic formalisms. Casl-Chart deals
with the full expressiveness of Statecharts as in our semantics
(using configurations). xCLAP can only deal with flat ESD.
However, tools for Casl-Chart are, as far as we know, limited
to the CASL ones, i.e., parsers, type checkers and translators
into high order logic theorem provers.
All the works mentioned above enable one to use only a
single data description language. They are also less flexible
for the dynamic aspect since our approach has been defined
to take into account various state diagram semantics. We also
have better reuse possibilities for our modules which can be
imported in other application contexts.
VII. C ONCLUSION
The separate design of concern models is a way to tackle
the complexity of systems and promote the reusability of these
models. Yet, it requires the definition of formally grounded
techniques for their integration. In this article we have proposed a semantic framework for the integration of static and
dynamic aspects through the extension of state diagrams with
formal data types. This joint use of a graphical notation
with formal languages enables one to take advantage of both
approaches.
The proposed framework is generic in the sense that it can
deal with various state diagrams semantics and different static
specification languages provided that the first one is given
in terms of (some form of) LTS and that the latter support
the definition of term evaluation mechanisms. Genericity is
achieved through abstract semantic rules and abstract concepts
used in their formalising. Rules can be constrained to deal with
specific semantics, e.g., communication rules may describe
different communication models between diagrams. Interaction between ESDs through external descriptions (sequence
diagrams or synchronised products) has been experimented
[39] and fully integrated into the framework.
The use of an operational semantics enabled the design and
implementation of xCLAP, a prototype tool for the animation
of our integrated formalism. Its UML graphical front-end
and its back-end enable specifiers to exploit specification and
animation in a user-friendly way even if by now it presents
restrictions on the structure of ESDs taken as input (flat state
diagrams). As in [40], the use of flattening algorithms as a
preliminary step is a possible solution to this limitation. As
far as validation and verification are concerned, models can be
animated but also verified using model checking techniques,
using xCLAP as a preprocessor to build a global statespace LTS and verifying it afterwards with dedicated tools
such as the CADP tool-box. A main drawback of integrated
formalisms is the state explosion which may appear when
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integrating data types within behaviours. Specific abstract
analysis techniques have to be developed for such integrated
models [23]. Another solution is to verify concern models
independently. ESDs can be translated into specific tools input
languages abstracting away from the data types. The data types
can be verified using theorem provers or tools dedicated to the
chosen static languages. This approach has been followed in
a more complex case study where Z data types have been
type-checked using Z/EVES [15]. A remaining issue is the
integration of verification results for the separate models into
global results for the whole system.
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